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ORDER DESCRIPTION

1. Object of the contract

The subject of the contract is a thermoelectric cooler in the amount of

Lp Material index Quantity
1 Obudowa TO39 do zgrzewania 5000

2. Parameters 

2.1 Detailed scope of the subject

A detailed description of the subject of the order, including precise technical drawings and materials, 

will be provided to Contractors after signing non-disclosure agreement (NDA), as referred to in point 

2.3 of the Request for Proposal.

3. Additional conditions related to the subject of the order

a. Elements must be made in accordance with attached documentation.

b. Elements must be made in given tolerances. If drawing contains not tolerated dimensions and 

there is no proper information on the drawing, elements shall be made in tolerance +/- 0.1mm.

c. Elements must be made of materials indicated in drawing- tables.

d. There is a quantity of elements needed to perform one set, indicated in each drawing-table, i.e. 

quantity of elements to perform means a number of pieces of one set multiplied by the number of sets. 

e. All of the elements delivered to the headquarters of the Contracting Party must be washed, 

ungreased. Elements must not contain any shavings or jagged edges, dents and other defects of the 

surface.

f. All of the elements must be collated, packed in a way that secures elements from damaging in 

transport and storage. 

g. Elements will be randomly checked with certified measuring instruments in order to confirm 

compatibility of the elements with attached documentation. In case of incompatibility of the element 

with its documentation, the Contracting Party reserves the right to return the whole order to the 

Contractor to check and correct the elements.
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h. In case of failure to deliver a required quantity of elements or in case of delivery of elements 

made of the wrong materials, the Contracting Party will require the Contractor to perform the missing 

elements or to perform the elements of the right materials.

i. Delivered goods must be factory new (I category – unused), meet the technologically-qualitative 

requirements determined by the manufacturer and be put on the market in accordance with the 

provisions of law in force on the territory of the Republic of Poland.


